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01. Personal Capacity Building

70%

I am Grateful for supporting my Capacity Development
Most of the training I have done with Scholarship and Its helps me a lot to understand WASH better

02. Sectoral Development

40%

I am supporting Sector with My Learnings
As I have to worked with may WASH, DRR, Emergency & CCA working groups, Clusters and Networks, I can support there from technical perspective and Decision making

03. Professional Growth

80%

Its Accelerated !!
CSE Trainings and networks has huge Impacts on my professional growth

04. Innovation

75%

It increases my Curiosity
All CSE trainings tries to provide deep insights and opens the door of innovation
FSM Plant in Emergency Rohingya Response
Innovation in RWH System
Working to innovate new FSM System for Rural Area
SOUTH ASIA WASH RESULTS PROGRAMME II

Objective
Improving WASH infrastructure, behavior and strengthen system

Modality
DFID: PbR
Plan: Partnership, coordination, infrastructure etc.

Targeted Population
200,000

Partnership
With the local govt. in 4 sub district of Bhola

2017
Started in 2017 with around 12M funding from DFID(FCDO)
PROGRAMME OUTCOMES

OUTCOME 1, 2 & 3

Institutional Sustainability

1. For Govt.
2. For Private Sector
3. For Community/Civil Society

OUTCOME 4

Functionality

Infrastructure Support, Knowledge dissemination, awareness building, Resilient infrastructure, Advocacy, etc.

OUTCOME 5

Environmental Sustainability

Safe disposal of Sludge, Household waste management, Environment friendly infrastructure development etc.

OUTCOME 6

Social Sustainability

Equity and Inclusion, Women Leadership, empowerment etc.
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